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I would recommend the paperback edition as opposed to the Kindle I am currently focusing on my nutrition degree and
am using this reserve in three different classes at present.You can even make flash cards and carry out searches making
finding things easier. The e-book will not screen correctly in the windows version of Kindle.. Same with most of the
statistics. Pleasant to Read I bought this publication used but I'm quite sure it had been brand new. The publication is
very good though.. Total of a whole lot of information, just not a light read Five Stars Affordable and in excellent
condition Highly recommend it if you are into medical nutritional One of the most detailed and informational textbooks.I
did not read everything yet, but to the moment it has been very helpful in my clinic classes! You can't see them without
a magnifying glass. Really annoying.if purchasing this book for a class, I would highly recommend the paperback edition
rather than the Kindle. It displays good on my IPAD though. Does not display correctly while e-book. I'm using it as a
report aid for the RD examination. All three of my professors possess assigned our readings by web page number, but
unfortunately, the Kindle edition does not contain any web page numbers or actually references to them in the desk of
contents, and I and several of my classmates have had to repeatedly request these details from our professors, which
can be frustrating. Needless to say I was thrilled! Great book that covers all the topics I'd hoped. Covers A Lot of
Information; Carry everywhere with you. If you curently have the older edition or are frequently in the go and still want
gain access to you you text message,this is the way to go, digital version. It is a wealth of details BUT. I'd purchase it
again Helpful tool for college students (dietitian) This book is as complete as I imagine possible. It has almost every
element that my dietitian course covers. The tables (and there are numerous) are actually, really tiny. Four Stars Not
really teh easiest to learn. . Highly suggest it if you are into medical nutritional therapy So helpful Great book!
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